Content
Question When is the submission deadline?
Answer The submission deadline is December, 30th.
There are still some universities that are not listed in the univeristities LOV. What code
Question
shall we use?
Since the deadline for updating the Universities Codes LOV has passed and the portal
development has stopped, Kindly use 99 in the university code field and fill the accurate
Answer university name and country in the related fields.
Our technical team will run scripts and update the university codes in the next stage. you
might be contacted if needed.
For the student enrollments do we only need to submit the new students? or shall we
Question also submit the old students Year 2. We have already submitted the information of our
current year 2 students last year as they were Year 1 students by then.
Answer All enrolled students need to be reported in the Enrollment data set.
Enrollments Dataset: Required academic periods for Graduation: Kindly confirm if this
refers to expected number of semesters remaining for the student to graduate (including
Question
current semester), or the total number of semesters anticipated it will take the student to
graduate
Answer This field is for the total number of semesters required for graduation.
Question Graduates - Do we include Summer Graduates for this Fall semester report?
yes, please, always follow the data dictionary. These information are mentioned in the
Answer
description of the related field.
First academic period for students in Enrollment dataset: is this the first semester the
Question student joined the institution or is it the first semester the student joined the program
(for those who change majors within the same institution)?
Answer
Question
Answer
Question
Answer
Question
Answer

The first academic period for all enrolled students is the semester when they joined the
program.
What do you mean by Medical Programs?
All Health Sciences programs like Pharmacy, Nursing, dentistry…etc.
Will the "Enrollemnts " dataset be required for current Fall and previous summer
semester ?
No, please report enrolled students in Fall 2020/2021 only in the Enrollments dataset.
The required semester is mentioned in the data dictionary.
Do Datasets for Spring request data of Spring, and Fall datasets request data for Summer
and Fall combined?
Every data set has its special purpose and coverage of the academic periods. The data
dictionary specifies the required academic period for evey data set.

Question Should we add list of students in foundation year before they choose their program?
Yes, please and kindly choose the code for foundation students in the field related to
student type.
Enrollments - Language proficiency exam should be reporeted for undegraduate degrees
Question
only?
Answer

Answer No, please report language proficiency exams for all degrees.
Question What is submission term ?
Answer Simply, it is the current term when your institution is submitting data through CHEDS.
Question
Answer
Question
Answer

Are all dictionary changes highlighted in red?
NOT all changes have been highlighted in red.
Is Attrition term-based or cumulative list?
Term-based
Attrition - please note previous term was during COVID where students were not able to
Question
complete a form. They used email to withdraw.
Answer That is acceptable as long as the withdrawing reason is captured through your system.
Do we have to include students who leave for military service (national service)in the
attrition file?
Answer Yes please, and kindly use the proper code from the List Of Values.

Question

Question Do we consider the Visiting or Exchange students to be reported in Attrition Data Set?
No, please report them in "Enrollment" dataset and use the code for Exchange from the
related List Of Values (LOV).
Question Do all of the withdrawal, dismissal and suspension fall under Attrition?
Yes indeed. And kindly use the codes as per the data dictionary for reporting each each
Answer
category.
Answer

Question For students who do not finish in-time how do we report them in the Graduates dataset?
Kindly report them in the semester they graduate whether they graduate on time, early
or late.
If we have students who completed 201903 but withdrew after that, do we report them
Question
this time or wait till next reporting round?
Answer Yes, please do report them in the current submission.
what about a student is not enrolled in a program because he moved to another
Question
program?Is this considered as attrition?
Answer

Answer
Question
Answer
Question
Answer

No, this is considered as transfer. Please report the student in the "Enrollments" dataset
and kindly use the proper code for transfer students as in the Data Dictionary.

Scholarsip - Is there a need to mention the students who do NOT pay fees?
Yes, please and kindly follow the data dictionary for the proper codes.
Scholarsip - Is there a need to report the students who pay fees?
No, please do not report students who pay fees.
The CIP codes for each of our programs is already available from our previous
Question submissions. Do we have to revise them by going to the site earlier shared by CHEDS
team. https://nces.ed.gov/ipeds/cipcode/Default.aspx?y=56
Answer No, please use your existing codes.

